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Department of Molecular Biosciences and Center for Bioinformatics, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KansasABSTRACT As the major component of membrane proteins, transmembrane helices embedded in anisotropic bilayer environ-
ments adopt preferential orientations that are characteristic or related to their functional states. Recent developments in
solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy have made it possible to measure NMR observables that
can be used to determine such orientations in a native bilayer environment. A quasistatic single conformer model is frequently
used to interpret the SSNMR observables, but important motional information can be missing or misinterpreted in the model. In
this work, we have investigated the orientation of the single-pass transmembrane domain of viral protein ’’u‘‘ (VpuTM) fromHIV-1
by determining an ensemble of structures using multiple conformer models based on the SSNMR ensemble dynamics
technique. The resulting structure ensemble shows significantly larger orientational fluctuations while the ensemble-averaged
orientation is compatible with the orientation based on the quasistatic model. This observation is further corroborated by compar-
ison with the VpuTM orientation from comparative molecular dynamics simulations in explicit bilayer membranes. SSNMR
ensemble dynamics not only reveals the importance of transmembrane helix dynamics in interpretation of SSNMR observables,
but also provides a means to simultaneously extract both transmembrane helix orientation and dynamics information from the
SSNMR measurements.INTRODUCTIONAs the major component of membrane proteins, transmem-
brane (TM) helices embedded in anisotropic bilayer environ-
ments adopt preferential orientations that are characteristic
or related to their functional states. Recent developments in
solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectros-
copy, particularly selective isotopic labeling technique and
novel pulse sequences, have made it possible to collect
high-resolution NMR spectra from an aligned sample
(1–3). Polarization inversion spin-exchange at the magic-
angle (PISEMA) experiment allows simultaneous measure-
ment of pairwise 15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and
1H-15N dipolar coupling (DC) of isotopically labeled amide
backbone of proteins (4). The two-dimensional display of
PISEMA spectrum shows a characteristic pattern, so-called
polar index slant angle wheels, which can be used to identify
the helical segment and to determine the orientation of the
helix, i.e., each helix’s tilt angle with respect to the
membrane-normal and rotation angle around the helical
axis (5).
The most popular computational technique for deter-
mining the TM helix orientation from PISEMA measure-
ment is a geometric search approach or its variations
(5–7). In this approach, experimentally derived structures
are determined by searching a particular orientation (tilt
and rotation) of an ideal, rigid helix that minimizes the
root mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the calculated
and the experimental CSA and DC. The motional averaging
is implicitly accounted by scaling the observables usingSubmitted January 29, 2011, and accepted for publication May 4, 2011.
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0006-3495/11/06/2913/9 $2.00generalized order parameters, which makes the model
quasistatic (5–7). This approach is relatively straightfor-
ward, and one can quickly find a particular helix orientation
that satisfies the experimental observables. The extent of
TM helix orientation’s variability is generally defined by
the orientational space that yields the RMSD below the
experimental error, e.g., <10 ppm for CSA and 1 kHz for
DC (1–3). The resulting structures generally suggest that
the TM helices have very limited orientational freedom,
e.g., 51 in terms of the helix tilt angle (1–3).
However, increasing evidence from experiment and
computer simulation indicates that orientational fluctuations
of TM helices in membranes are substantially larger (8–11).
Recently, several flexible fitting models have been proposed
to include TM peptide dynamics in the structure determina-
tion (12–14). In these methods, the peptide dynamics is rep-
resented by additional fitting parameters with a Gaussian or
uniform distribution. Although more complex fitting param-
eters could be included to capture peptide motions other
than the whole body motion (e.g., such as kink or peptide
bond librations), addition of such fitting parameters could
be arbitrary and may not provide realistic dynamic informa-
tion and orientational variability because TM helix orienta-
tions may deviate from a normal distribution.
This study aims to simultaneously extract both TM helix
orientation and intrinsic dynamics information that are
embedded in the SSNMR observables by combining molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulation and explicit SSNMR
measurements. For this aim, we have developed a SSNMR
ensemble dynamics (SSNMR-ED) technique. In SSNMR-
ED, an ensemble of structures (i.e., replicas) is simulated
in parallel, and ensemble-averaged CSA and DC acrossdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.05.009
FIGURE 1 Definition of tilt (t) and rotation (r) angle of a TM helix. The
value t is defined by the angle between the helical principal axis (a) and
the unit vector along the Z axis. The value r is defined by the angle between
the projections of the Z axis (Zp) and the internal reference vector (rs) on the
plane perpendicular to the helical principal axis. (Green sphere) Internal
reference atom.
2914 Jo and Imthe replicas rather than a single individual structure are
restrained to the experimental values. This approach is
valid because, like the other NMR observables, CSA and
DC measured in PISEMA experiment are time- and
ensemble-averaged properties. In addition, SSNMR-ED is
advantageous because of its ability to generate an ensemble
of structures (i.e., TM helix orientation distribution) that
satisfies the experimental observables without additional
fitting parameters. Similar techniques have been used in
solution NMR structure determination (15,16) as well as
in x-ray structure refinement (17).
To illustrate the efficacy of SSNMR-ED, we have deter-
mined the orientation and dynamics of viral protein ‘‘u’’
TM domain (VpuTM), whose high-quality SSNMR data
are available (3). The ensemble structures determined by
the SSNMR-ED simulation show better agreement with
experimental NMR observables while the orientational
freedom is greatly increased. We have used cross-validation
technique to validate that the increased agreement with
experimental observables is not due to an reduced data/
parameter ratio. This observation is further corroborated by
comparison with the Vpu orientation from a total of 1.5 ms
comparative (unrestrained) MD simulations in explicit
bilayer membranes. The extension and application of the
current SSNMR-ED technique to deuterium quadrupolar
splitting (18), another type of SSNMR observable, are also
briefly discussed.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Definition of tilt and rotation angles
The TM helix orientation is defined by its tilt (t) and rotation (r) angles
(Fig. 1) following the convention described in Lee and Im (19). In brief,
t is defined by the angle between the helical principal axis (a) and the
unit vector along the Z axis, which is parallel to the membrane-normal
in this work. The value r is defined by the angle between the projections
of the Z axis (Zp) and the internal reference vector (rs) on the plane perpen-
dicular to the helical axis. The internal reference vector is defined by the
shortest vector from the helical axis to a reference atom. In this work, the
helical axis was defined by the Ca atoms of residues 7–25 of VpuTM,
and the Ca atom of Ile
8 was used for the reference atom. To compare the
rotation angle with the previous study (due to a different definition of r),
180 was added to r.SSNMR ensemble dynamics
The ensemble dynamics simulation is designed to perform the parallel MD
simulation with a certain number of replicas (NREP) using a set of biased
potentials (Uc) that restrain the ensemble-averaged property (hccalciens) to
the experimental target value (cexp),
Uc ¼ NREP
XNc
i¼ 1
kc
ccalci ensj  cexpi 2; (1)
where Nc is the number of target experimental observables and kc is
the force constant. In this work, the target data are the experimental 15N
CSA (c ¼ s) and 1H-15N DC (c ¼ n), so that we have developed
the ensemble CSA and DC restraint potentials based on the single-Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2913–2921conformer CSA and DC restraint potentials that Lee et al. (20) previously
developed.
First, based on the rigid tensor approximation (21,22), the ensemble-
averaged 15N CSA is calculated by (for simplicity, we dropped the index
i for ith observable in Eq. 1)

scalc
 ¼ s11Dbe21;z
E
þ s22
Dbe22;z
E
þ s33
Dbe23;z
E
¼ s11
NREP
XNREP
m¼ 1
be21;z;m þ s22NREP
XNREP
m¼ 1
be22;z;m þ s33NREP
XNREP
m¼ 1
be23;z;m;
(2)
where snn and ben;z (n ¼ 1, 2, 3) are the instantaneous magnitude and unit
vector Z-component of chemical shift tensors. According to the rigid tensor
approximation, be2 is defined by the cross product of rNC and rNH. Then, be1
is defined by a rotation angle f from rNH on the peptide plane defined by N,
C, and H atoms. Finally, be3 is defined by the cross product of be1 and be2. In
this work, 64, 77, and 222 ppm were used for s11, s22, and s33, respectively,
and 108.5 was used for f (3).
Second, the ensemble-averaged 1H-15N DC is calculated by
hnii ¼ n0
2

3cos2 qi  1
 ¼ n0
2
1
NREP
XNREP
m¼ 1

3cos2 qmi 1

; (3)
where n0, the dipolar coupling constant, was set to 21.016 kHz, and q is the
angle between the 15N–1H vector and the external magnetic field (i.e., the Z
axis). The total potential energy (UTOTAL) of the ensemble system is then
expressed as
UTOTAL ¼ UCHARMM þ UCSA þ UDC; (4)
where UCHARMM is the standard CHARMM potential energy (23) of the
ensemble structure. We have checked the numerical accuracy of the CSA
and DC ensemble restraint potentials; the total energy of all the replicas
(not the total energy of each replica) was well converged during the NVE
dynamics.
SSNMR Ensemble Dynamics of VpuTM 2915The initial structure of VpuTM was built in an ideal a-helical geometry
(f¼57.8/j¼47) with the amino-acid sequence (QPIQ IAIVALVVAI
IIAIV VWSIV IIEGR GGKKKK), which corresponds to residues 2–30 of
wild-type Vpu and the polylysine tag (GGKKKK) at the C-terminal end;
the lysine tag was used in PISEMA experiment to increase solubility (3).
Therewas no bias potential imposed tomaintain the ideal helix conformation
during the SSNMR-ED simulation, although the helical conformation was
maintained throughout the simulation. The center of the TM region (residues
7–25) of VpuTM was placed at the center of the GBSW implicit membrane
bilayer (24). The hydrophobic thickness of implicit membrane was set to
28 Å for 18:1-O-DOPC/DOPG, 25 Å for 14:0-O-DMPC/DMPG, and 21 Å
for 12:0-O-DLPC/DLPGbilayerwith an additional 5 Å hydrophobic/solvent
interfacial switching region in each side of the hydrophobic core.
Starting from a random initial orientation, VpuTM structure determina-
tion was performed by carrying out 11 cycles of torsion angle molecular
dynamics (25). Each cycle consisted of 100-ps SSNMR-ED simulation
with a time step of 1 fs, and the force constant for each restraint potential
was doubled each cycle, so that the final values, ks ¼ 0.01 kcal/(mol$ppm2)
and kn ¼ 1.0 kcal/(mol$kHz2), were used at the beginning of the final cycle.
Trajectories from the last cycle were subjected to analysis. To increase the
sampling statistics, we repeated the torsion angle molecular dynamics
simulation 256 times with different initial orientation and velocity for
NREP ¼ 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. The experimental CSA and DC values
were obtained from Park and Opella (3). Cross-validation was done by
setting either ks or kn to zero.
To validate the quality of the structure ensemble determined by the
SSNMR-ED simulation, we calculated the RMSD between the ensemble-
averaged NMR properties (hccalci) and experimental data (cexp),
RMSDc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
Nc
XNc
i¼ 1
ccalci ensj  cexpi 2
vuut ; (5)
where c ¼ s (CSA) or n (DC).Standard molecular dynamics simulation
The initial structure of VpuTM was built as an ideal a-helical conformation
(f ¼ 57.8/j ¼ 47) with the residues 2–30 of wild-type Vpu
(excluding the lysine tag). The center of the TM region (residues 7–25)
with t ¼ 0 was placed at the bilayer center (Z ¼ 0) at the beginning of
the simulation. The Membrane Builder (26,27) in CHARMM-GUI
(http://www.charmm-gui.org) (28) was used to build three different lipid
bilayer systems that were composed of 9:1 mixture of DOPC/DOPG,FIGURE 2 Molecular representation of VpuTM simulation systems in (A)
N-terminal. (Orange spheres) Phosphate atoms of lipid molecules. (Gray lines)
(green) Cl. The figures were produced with PyMOL.DMPC/DMPG, and DLPC/DLPG to mimic the experimental condition.
The initial system size and the number of each component are given in
Table S1 in the Supporting Material. Each system was replicated and as-
signed with different initial velocity to make five independent simulation
systems for each lipid bilayer.
All simulations were performed in the NPgT (g¼ 10 dyne/cm) ensemble
(29,30) at 303.15 K using the CHARMM biomolecular simulation program
(23) with the all-atom parameter set PARAM22 for protein (31) including
the dihedral cross-term correction (CMAP) (32) as well as C27r lipid
parameters (33,34). The 10 dyn/cm surface tension was applied to avoid
the well-known freezing of lipid tails in this CHARMM lipid force field
(29,30), and it was shown that such surface tension values do not perturb
the TM peptide orientation (36) (note that this work was initiated much
earlier than the release of the new C36 lipid force field (37) that allows
NPT simulations without chain freezing). A time step of 2 fs was used
with the SHAKE algorithm (38).
For each system, we first equilibrated the initial system with 50-ps NPAT
(constant area) dynamics followed by 325-ps NPgT dynamics with the
nonbonded and dynamics options in the Membrane Builder inputs; the
van der Waals interactions were smoothly switched off at 10–12 Å by
a force-switching function (39) and the electrostatic interactions were
calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald method with a mesh size of
~1 Å for fast Fourier transformation, k ¼ 0.34 Å1, and a sixth-order
B-spline interpolation (40). After equilibration, 100-ns production was per-
formed for each of five independent systems in three different lipid bilayers,
and the last 50-ns trajectories were used for analysis. Fig. 2 shows a final
snapshot of each lipid bilayer system.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Orientation distribution of ensemble structures
Vpu is a small membrane protein encoded in the HIV-1
virus. The native protein is composed of the hydrophobic
TM and amphipathic C-terminal domains. Park and Opella
(3) have measured CSA and DC of the TM domain
(VpuTM) in three different lipid environments, and showed
that the TM helix tilt angle (t) increases as the bilayer thick-
ness decreases: 18 in 18:1-O-DOPC/DOPG (9:1 mixture),
27 in 14:0-O-DMPC/DMPG (9:1 mixture), and 35 in
12:0-O-DLPC/DLPG (9:1 mixture) (hereafter, for sim-
plicity, 18:1-O-DOPC/DOPG, 14:0-O-DMPC/DMPG, andDOPC, (B) DMPC, and (C) DLPC bilayers. (Rainbow) VpuTM. (Blue)
Other parts of the lipids. Water in surface representation: (Magenta) Kþ;
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DLPC, respectively).
We have performed the SSNMR-ED simulation to deter-
mine an ensemble of VpuTM orientation using SSNMR
observables fromDOPC, DMPC, andDLPC bilayer environ-
ments. The influence of the bilayer environment was taken
into account using the GBSW implicit membrane bilayer
(24) (see Materials and Methods). For each set of NMR
observables, we have used different number of replicas (i.e.,
NREP¼ 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32) and carried out 256 independent
simulations with different initial velocity assignments and
randomly assigned initial orientations. When a single replica
is used in the SSNMR-ED simulation, it becomes essentially
the same as the conventional (rigid-body geometric search)
structure determination protocol (20).
The quality of the determined structures is often assessed
by the difference between the experimental observables and
the calculated ones. Fig. 3, A and B, shows the RMSD of
CSA and DC of the structure ensembles determined by
the SSNMNR-ED simulation in a DMPC bilayer environ-
ment (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material for the
DLPC and DOPC cases). Regardless of NREP, the RMSD
of CSA and DC are well below the acceptable range
(i.e., <10 ppm for CSA and 1 kHz for DC), indicating
that the generated structure ensemble agrees well with the
SSNMR experimental observables. Interestingly, as NREP
increases, the RMSD of CSA and DC decreases, suggesting
that the resulting structure ensembles with more replicas
better represent the experimental observables.
To validate that such observations are not the conse-
quence of reduction in the data/parameter ratio, we per-
formed cross-validation, which is an unbiased measure of
fit (41). For cross-validation, 128 independent SSNMR-FIGURE 3 Validation of VpuTM structure ensemble determined by SSNMR
respect to the experimental observables as a function of the number of replicas. (
either the CSA or DC restraint was excluded. (E and F) The t- and r-values of
Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2913–2921ED simulations without either CSA or DC restraint set
were performed, and RMSD of NMR observables that are
not incorporated in SSNMR-ED were calculated. For
example, the CSA RMSD is calculated from a structure
ensemble determined by SSNMR-ED only using the DC
restraint set, and vice versa. As shown in Fig. 3, C and D,
unbiased CSA and DC RMSD becomes lower when more
replicas are used, supporting the idea that using more
number of replicas indeed generates structure ensembles
that are more representative than the conventional structure
determination method with single conformer. This cross-
validation result also demonstrates that the better agreement
is not because of imposing unphysical bias to the structure.
Although the RMSD indicates good agreement with
experimental data, the calculated ensemble structures
show striking differences in terms of orientational vari-
ability when NREP > 1. Fig. 3, E and F, shows the t and r
of the ensemble structures (see Materials and Methods for
t- and r-definitions in Fig. 1). When NREP ¼ 1, the average
t and r are 29 5 1 and 309 5 9, respectively. These
values agree well with the results from the rigid-body
geometric search method (t ¼ 27 and r ¼ 345) (3),
considering the fact that conformational flexibility is
included in our calculations even with NREP ¼ 1. When
NREP > 1, the ensemble-averaged t and r remain similar
values, but the t- and r-variations are increased to ~8–9
and 50 in terms of standard deviation.
Such increase in orientational variability is observed in
other structure ensembles that we determined using the
NMR observables from different lipid bilayer systems.
Fig. 4 shows the t and r of VpuTM determined by
SSNMR-ED in different bilayer environments including
DLPC and DOPC. Clearly, in accordance with the-ED in a DMPC bilayer environment. (A and B) CSA and DC RMSD with
C and D) CSA and DC RMSD from cross-validation SSNMR-ED in which
VpuTM.
FIGURE 4 VpuTM orientation determined by SSNMR-ED in DOPC,
DMPC, and DLPC bilayers. The average t-values from the SSNMR-ED
are 17.7 5 1.3 (DOPC), 28.9 5 1.1 (DMPC), and 36.2 5 1.2
(DLPC), and the average r-values from the SSNMR-ED are 299 5 10
(DOPC), 309 5 10 (DMPC), and 304 5 10 (DLPC) when NREP ¼ 1.
The average t-values from SSNMR-ED are 18.9 5 9.0 (DOPC),
29.5 5 8.7 (DMPC), and 36.8 5 5.8 (DLPC), and the average r-values
from SSNMR-ED are 3365 64 (DOPC), 3305 55 (DMPC), and 3235
56 (DLPC) when NREP ¼ 8.
SSNMR Ensemble Dynamics of VpuTM 2917hydrophobic mismatch concept (7,42,43), VpuTM’s t-value
increases as the bilayer hydrophobic thickness decreases in
order to maximize the match between the TM helix’s hydro-
phobic length and the bilayer hydrophobic thickness.
Similar to the DMPC case, regardless of NREP, the
ensemble-averaged t and r in DLPC and DOPC match
well with the values derived from the rigid-body geometric
search method (3), but the variations in t and r increase
significantly when NREP > 1.
Fig. 5 shows the t- and r-distributions of VpuTM struc-
ture ensembles determined by SSNMR-ED in DMPC (see
Fig. S2 for the DLPC and DOPC cases). When NREP ¼ 1,
the structure ensemble adopts a unimodal distribution
around the orientation that gives rise to the minimum
RMSD of SSNMR properties, which is very similar to the
ones from the geometric search (3). When NREP > 1,
however, the distribution becomes more complex. When
NREP ¼ 2, there are two major clusters of preferred orienta-
tion; one has a larger t and the other has a smaller t, and
each cluster has different preferred r. In other words,
the distribution is close to the mixture of two unimodaldistributions with different preferred orientation. The vari-
ability within each preferred orientation is small, suggesting
that SSNMR-ED effectively searches the orientational space
to find an ensemble of orientations whose averaged proper-
ties satisfy the experimental observables, but each replica is
still under strong influence of the CSA and DC restraint
potentials with NREP ¼ 2. Such strong bias quickly disap-
pears as more replicas are employed. The orientational
distributions are well converged when NREP R 8, and there
are three major clusters (Fig. 5); values of t for the two most
populated clusters are approximately within 28–38 range,
and the average t is ~20 in the sparsely populated third
cluster.Comparison with molecular dynamics simulation
By design, the structure ensemble determined by the
(biased) SSNMR-ED simulation agrees well with the exper-
imental data. To examine whether the orientation distribu-
tions of such ensemble structures are compatible with
those from (unbiased) standard MD simulation, we have
performed a total of 1.5 ms comparative MD simulations
of VpuTM in explicit lipid bilayers, starting from t ¼
0 (see Materials and Methods). The t- and r-distributions
from the last 50-ns simulation trajectories in DLPC,
DMPC, and DOPC bilayers are shown in Figs. 6 and 7
(top row). Because the complete relaxation of a membrane
protein in a lipid bilayer could take longer than a typical
all-atom simulation timescale (44), we have combined the
trajectories from five independent systems to construct the
cumulative distribution (black line). The average t-values
from the standard MD simulations are 17.7 5 7.9
(DOPC), 24.7 5 7.5 (DMPC), and 34.2 5 6.3 (DLPC),
and the average r-values are 301 5 73 (DOPC), 295 5
47 (DMPC), and 319 5 103 (DLPC); the error bars are
the standard deviation from the five independent trajecto-
ries. The combined trajectories yield average t- and
r-values similar to the ones determined by the rigid-body
geometric search, but the orientational variability is signifi-
cantly greater than the geometric search and compatible
with the SSNMR-ED structure ensembles. In addition, as
shown in Fig. 6, the standard MD simulation also clearly
shows the increase in the average VpuTM’s t-value as the
bilayer hydrophobic thickness decreases in the order of
DOPC, DMPC, and DLPC (see Fig. 2 for molecular
graphics views).
When the t- and r-distributions from MD simulations are
compared with the ones from SSNMR-ED (Figs. 6 and 7,
bottom row), it is clear that the structures determined with
NREP ¼ 1 (black line) produce a much narrower distribution
than those from MD simulation. Although the averaged
VpuTM orientation matches well, using NREP ¼ 1 signifi-
cantly underestimates the variability of TM helix orienta-
tion. When NREP R 8, the structures determined by
SSNMR-ED show similar orientational variability to theBiophysical Journal 100(12) 2913–2921
FIGURE 5 Orientational distributions of VpuTM structure ensembles in DMPC bilayer environment with different numbers of replica. The population is
normalized for easy comparison.
2918 Jo and Imones from MD simulation. However, detailed examination
of t- and r-distributions revealed that the overall shape of
the distributions does not exactly match the structure ensem-
bles from MD and SSNMR-ED. Such difference could arise
from the limited MD simulation time and the different
representation of membranes in MD (explicit) and
SSNMR-ED (implicit). Nonetheless, this comparison
clearly demonstrates that SSNMR-ED has the ability to
generate an ensemble of structures (i.e., TM helix orienta-
tion distribution) that satisfies the experimental observables
within a reasonable physical (force-field) model, so that one
can extract both TM helix orientation and dynamics infor-
mation simultaneously from SSNMR observables.Orientational exchange is faster than NMR
timescale
From the ensemble structures determined by SSNMR-ED
and standard MD, it becomes clear that VpuTM has much
larger orientational variability compared to the view basedFIGURE 6 VpuTM’s t-distribution of structure ensembles in different bila
DOPC, DMPC, and DLPC, respectively. (Colored lines) Individual simulation
SSNMR-ED in DOPC, DMPC, and DLPC, respectively.
Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2913–2921on the interpretation from the conventional geometric search
approach. Both CSA and DC are averaged on a millisecond
or faster timescale in experiment (45). If the orientational
exchange rate is faster than the timescale of NMR measure-
ment, orientational variability could be averaged and only
a single NMR observable corresponding to the average
orientation would be measured. It is very difficult to confi-
dently measure the degree of orientational variability in
experiment. The TM helix precession around the membrane
normal has been characterized to have a timescale at least
faster than 104 s (46). The timescale of TM helix tilt and
rotation motions has yet to be measured explicitly in
experiment.
Because we have the time series of t and r from the
standard MD that yields the t- and r-distributions similar
to SSNMR-ED, it is instructive to estimate the relaxation time
by calculating the correlation function of such motions,
CðtÞ ¼ hðTðt0 þ tÞ  hTiÞðTðt0Þ  hTiÞiðTðt0Þ  hTiÞ2 ; (6)yer environment. (A–C) Distributions from standard MD simulations in
trajectories. (Black lines) Combined trajectories. (D–F) Distributions from
FIGURE 7 VpuTM’s r-distribution of structure ensembles in different bilayer environments. (A–C) Distributions from standard MD simulations in
DOPC, DMPC, and DLPC, respectively. (Colored lines) Individual simulation trajectories. (Black lines) Combined trajectories. (D–F) Distributions from
SSNMR-ED in DOPC, DMPC, and DLPC, respectively.
SSNMR Ensemble Dynamics of VpuTM 2919where T(t) is t or r of VpuTM at time t, and hTi is the time-
averaged t and r. To increase the statistical significance, we
have averaged correlation functions over the five indepen-
dent trajectories. Fig. 8 shows the correlation functions of
t and r in DMPC (see Fig. S3 for the DLPC and DOPC
cases, and Fig. S4 for the time series of tilt and rotation
angles). By using a least-square fit to a single exponential
decay, C(t) z et/u, u is determined to be 3.0 5 0.8 ns
(tilt) and 2.85 0.4 ns (rotation); u represents a mean relax-
ation time of the fluctuations around the average value, and
the errors are the standard error of u fitted to individual
(five) trajectories. Although the mean relaxation time is
approximate because the correlation functions from indi-
vidual trajectories show a residual oscillatory behavior, it
is clear that the fluctuation time in t and r is well below
the NMR timescale. Although this is not a direct proof
that the orientational variability observed in the standard
MD or SSNMR-ED structure ensembles corresponds to
the orientational variability of VpuTM in the NMR probe,
this analysis sheds light on the idea that the orientational
average in SSNMR experiment is feasible and the TM helix
dynamics needs to be considered in interpretation of
SSNMR observables.FIGURE 8 Correlation functions of VpuTM (A) t- and (B) r-fluctua-
tions. (Solid line) Average correlation function over five independent simu-
lation trajectories. (Dotted line) Least-square fit to a single exponential
decay, C(t) z et/u.CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
In general, structure determination of membrane proteins
poses different types of challenges than globular proteins.
The TM domain of a membrane protein is well protected
from water due to the low dielectric nature of the bilayer
hydrophobic core, and thus formation of a stable and rela-
tively rigid helical structure is favorable (47,48). Therefore,unlike globular protein, it is important to describe the TM
helix structure in terms of its orientation, rather than the
structure itself. The TM helix orientation is also important
because its change is often associated with different func-
tional states (49). SSNMR observables, such as CSA andBiophysical Journal 100(12) 2913–2921
2920 Jo and ImDC, are used to elucidate the orientation of TM helices in its
native environment. Traditionally, the orientation of a
membrane protein is determined by geometric search with
an ideal helix, and the motional average is described by
a generalized order parameter. The resulting structures
generally show that the TM helices have very limited orien-
tational freedom, i.e., 51 in terms of the helix tilt angle
(1–3). Such a view has been challenged by a number of
experimental and computer simulation evidence that the
TM helices have much greater degree of dynamics in the
bilayer membrane (8–11).
We have developed and illustrated the structure determi-
nation method for membrane protein by combining the MD
simulation and explicit SSNMR observables, such as CSA
and DC. Unlike the traditional approach, this SSNMR-ED
approach uses more than one independent replica in the
simulation and applies a set of bias potentials to make the
averaged properties of the structure ensemble match with
the experimental observables. By allowing individual
replicas a greater amount of orientational freedom, the re-
sulting structure ensembles show much greater orientational
variability, which overall matches well with the MD simula-
tion. Cross-validation of the determined structure ensemble
and the standard MD simulation demonstrates that SSNMR-
ED has the ability to generate an ensemble of structures (i.e.,
TM helix orientation distribution) that satisfies the experi-
mental observables within a reasonable physical (force
field) model, so that one can simultaneously extract both
TM helix orientation and dynamic information from
SSNMR observables.
Recently, we have extended the SSNMR ensemble
restraint potential (Eq. 1) to handle deuterium quadrupolar
splitting data, another type of SSNMR observable, and
applied the SSNMR-ED simulation to determine the orienta-
tion and its variability ofWALP23, a TMmodel peptide (18).
Unlike the VpuTM case (this study with CSA and DC), the
structure ensemble of WALP23 showed significantly larger
ensemble-averaged t (26.95 6.7) than the one determined
by the quasistatic model (5.6 5 3.2) (50), but agrees well
with otherMD simulation and free energy calculation results
(9,42). This independent study further validates that the
SSNMR-ED technique provides a generalized method for
extracting dynamics information from SSNMR observables
while determining the TM helix structures. This method
could be applicable to elucidating the influence of the TM
helix orientation and its variability on the structure and func-
tion of biologically important systems.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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